
artichoke weddings
Full service wedding & engagement 
photography & videography.



hey, congratulations!
They say your wedding day is one of the best 
days of your life, and we couldn’t agree more.  
We realize it takes a lot of hard work and research 
to plan a wedding, which is why we are so 
humbled you have gotten in touch with us!

We are Matt and Derek of “Artichoke 
Weddings,” a full service media company for 
weddings and engagements.  Between the 
two of us we have over 20 years of wedding 
photography and videography experience all 
over the U.S.

Our goal is to make the process of selecting and 
dealing with a photographer as quick and easy as 
possible.  To get things kicked off we hope you’ll 
take some time to page through this deck to find 
out a little bit more about our process, style, and 
deliverables.

-Matt & Derek



how we shoot
Our style is very photo-journalistic.  We like 
to capture things as they are, as they happen.  
We rely heavily on natural light, but also come 
equipt with lighting equipment for when the 
situation calls for it.

We shoot all the big moments, all the little 
details and everything in-between.



our process
 Depending on the package 
you choose, we will either bring 
two or four team members to the 
wedding.  If we shoot just photo or 
just video we’ll bring two people, If 
we’re doing both photo and video 
we will bring four people.  The day 
starts when the bridal party is just 
finishing getting ready.  Half our

team will shoot with the bride and 
the other half will shoot with the 
groom.  From there we meet up for 
the ceremony and shoot through 
the reception.  During the day we 
strive to be as minimally invasive as 
possible.  We can follow a shot list if 
you would like to provide one, and 
we’re happy to take 

spontaneous direction if you 
see things you want to capture 
throughout the day.  Each wedding 
is different, and we pride ourselves 
on our ability to be flexible and 
customize our process to meet the 
needs of each of our clients.



packages
photography - $3,000
- Two shooters
- Full day (10 Hour) coverage
- Delivery by digital download
- Drives available upon request

video basic - $3,000
- Two shooters
- Full day (10 Hour) coverage
- 3-5 minute “highlight film”
- Delivery by digital download
- Drives available upon request

video plus - $4,000
- Two shooters
- Full day (10 Hour) coverage
- 3-5 minute “highlight film”
- Full ceremony coverage
- Full coverage of speeches
- Reception video booth
- Delivery by digital download
- Drives available upon request



contact
Derek - derektquinn@gmail.com, 330-232-3028

Matt - mnmantyla@gmail.com, 330-224-4018


